This paper's main result is an O((v/'mlg m)(n lg n) + m lg n)-time algorithm for computing the kth smallest entry in each row of an m × n totally monotone array.
Introduction
An m x n array A = {a[i,j]} is totally monotone if for all il, i2, jl, and j2 satisfying 1 < il < i2 < m and 1 < jl < j2 < n, a[il,jl] < a [il,j2] implies a[i2,j]] < a [i2,j2] . Equivalently, A is totally monotone if for ali jl and j2 satisfying 1 _<jl < j': < n, there exists a unique I in the range 0 _<I _<m such that a[i,j]] > ali,j2] for all i satisfying 1 _< i < I and a[i,jl] < a [i,j2] for all i satisfying I < i < m. Figure 1 depicts an array with this property• Totally monotone arrays were introduced by Aggarwal, Klawe, Moran, Shor, and Wilber [AKM+87] . They showed that several problems in computational geometry and VLSI river routing could be reduced to the problem of computing a maximum entry in each row of a totally monotone array. Furthermore, they gave an optima] sequential algorithm for compating the leftmost maximum in each row of an m × n totally monotone array A in O(n) time when m< n and in O(n(l+lg(m/n)))time when m > n, provided any entry of A can be looked up in constant time. We will refer to this algorithm as the SMAWK algorithm, following the convention of [Wil88] .
Since the publication of Aggarwal, Klawe, Moran, Shor, and Wilber's seminal paper, many additional applications of totally monotone arrays have been discovered [Wi188, Epp90, GP90, Kla89, LS91, KKg0, AP89b, AP89a, AP91, AALM90, AKL+89, AKPS90, Ata90, AK91, LP91]. Almost all of these applications involve computing maximal or minimal entries in totally monotone arrays• The exception is the work of Kravets and Park [KP91] . They considered several selection and sorting problems involving the entries of totally monotone array. Among their results was an O(k(m + n))-time algorithm for what they called the row-selection problem: given an m × n totally monotone array A and an integer k in the range 1 < k < n, find the kth smallest entry in each row of A. (For small k, this is significantly faster than the naive O(mn)-time algorithm obtained by ignoring the structure of A and applying the linear-time selection algorithm of Blum, Floyd, Pratt, Rivest, and Tarjan [BFP+73] to each row of A.) Kravets and Park also gave sevelal applications of their selection and sorting algorithms.
Of relevance to this paper is their linear-time reduction of the following problem from computational geometry to the totally-monotone-array row-selection problem: given a convex polygon P with vertices pl, p2,. •., Pn in clockwise order, for each vertex pi, find the vertex pj whose Euclidean distance from pi ts kth smallest among the vertices of P. This reduction, combined with Kravets and Park's row-selection algorithm, gave an O(kn)-time algorithm for the aforementioned geometric selection problem. In this paper, we propose an O((_ lg m)(n lg n) + m lg n)-time algorithm for the row-selection problem considered by Kravets and Park. For large values of k (in particular, for k = In/2]), this algorithm represents a significant improvement over the row-selection algorithm of Kravets and DISCLAIMER This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.
Neither the United States Government nol' any agency thereof, nor any of their employees_ makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. Park. An immediate consequence of our result is an O(n 3/2 lg 2 n)-time algorithm for computing the kth nearest neighbor of each vertex of a convex n-gon. We also give an O(n lg m)-time algorithm for approximating the median entry in each row of an m x n totally monotone array. The approximate median we find for each row is an entry whose rank in the row lies between [n/4J and [3n/4_ -1. We remark that finding these approximate medians takes significantly less time than finding exact medians with our 0((\ _ lg m)(n lg n) + ra lg n)-time row-selection algorithm.
We conclude the introduction by mentioning a related class of arrays Hoffman showed that if the cost array associated with a transportation problem is an ra x n Monge array, then a simple greedy algorithm solves the transportation problem in O(ra + n) time. He applied Monge's name to such arrays because, as Hoff-man remarked, "the essential idea behind [the crucial observation exploited in Hoffman's paper] was first noticed by Monge in 1781!" It is easy to see that a Monge array A can be converted into a totally monotone array (but not vice-versa) by either negating all its entries or reversing the ordering of its columns. Thus, the algorithms given in [AKM+S7], [KP91] , and this paper are easily adapted to Monge arrays.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the two basic properties of totally monotone arrays that we require for our row-selection algorithm.
Section 3 gives a simple rank-computing algorithm that our row-selection algorithm uses as a subroutine.
Section 4 then describes the row-selection algorithm itself, and Section 5 analyzes its running time. In Section 6, we present a faster algorithm for computing approximate row medians. Finally, we make some concluding remarks and present several open problems in Section 7.
Two Properties of Totally Monotone Arrays
In this section, we present the two simple properties of totally monotone arrays that we use in obtaining our row-selection algorithm. These are the only two properties that we require.
Property 1 Let A = {a[i,j]} denote an rn × n array, and let B denote any subarray of A corresponding to a subset of A's rows and columns. If A is totally monotone, then B is also totally monotone. II This property follows immediately from the definition of a totally monotone array.
The second property relates what we will call the left and right ranks of entries from the same column of a totally monotone array. Imagine an m × n array A = {a[i,j]} drawn in the plane as in Figure 2 , so that ai1, 1] is the upper-and leftmost entry and aim, ni is the lower-and rightmost entry. Roughly speaking, the left rank of a[i,j] in row i of A, denoted L(i,j),is the number of entries to the left of a[i,j] that are smaller than a[i,j], and the right rank of a[i,j] in row i of A, denoted R(i,j), is tile number of entries to the right of a[i,j] that are not bigger than a [i,j] . More precisely, 
, and the right rank of a[il,j] in row il is at least the right rank ofa [i_,j] in row i2 (;.e., R(il,j) >_ R(i2,j)). For example, in the totally monotone array depicted above, L(4,5) = 0 __ L(7,5) = 2 and R(4,5) = 2 _> R(7,5)= 1.
We have made the inequalities in the definition of R(i,j) nonstrict so that for 1 _< i_< m and 1 _<j <_ n, the sum r(i,j)
we assign a higher rank to the leftmost of two identical entries, so that for every row i, the ranks r(i, 1),r(i,2),...,r(i,n)are distinct.) Note that, in terms of ranks, the row-selection problem for A is that of determining for each row i the unique column j such that r(i,j) = k.
an m x n array. If A is totally monotone, then for any j in the range 1 _<j < n, the left ranks in column j of A are nondecreasing in i and the right ranks in column j are nonincreasing in i. In other words,
and which contradicts our assumption that A is totally monotone. Similarly, if we assume R(i, j) < R(i + 1, j) for some i in the range 1 _< i < m and some j I in the range 1 _<j _< n, then there exists a j_ such that j < j_ <_n, a[i,jq > a [i,j] , and a[i + 1,jq <_a[i + 1,j], which again leads to a contradiction. •
Computing Left and Right Ranks
We need one more building block for our row-selection algorithm" an algorithm for computing left and right ranks. We begin by generalizing the notion of left and right ranks introduced in the previous section to arbitrary ordered sets of real numbers. We then describe an O(nlg n)-time algorithm for computing the left and right ranks associated with an ordered set of size t/.
Given a set S = {al,a2,...,an}, for 1 < j _< n, we define the left and right ranks of ai in S, denoted L(aj, S) and R(aj, S), respectively, as follows:
In terms of this new notation, the left and right ranks of entry ali, j] in row i of array A (denoted L(i,j) and R(i,j), respectively, in the last section) are L(a[i,j],Si)and R(a[i,j],Si), respectively, where Si is the ordered set corresponding to row i of A.
Clearly, sorting the elements of an ordered set S = {al, a2,..., an) is no harder than computing its elements' left and right ranks, since for any j in the range 1 < j _< n, the rank of aj in S (denoted r(aj, S) for consistency) is L(aj, S) + R(a i, S). Moreover, as Lemma 1 shows, computing left and right ranks is no harder than computing ranks (i.e., sorting) 1 Lemma 1 Given an ordered set S= {al,a2,...,an}, of real numbers, we can compute L(aj,S) and R(aj, S) for 1 _<j _< n in O(nlgn) time.
Proof
To compute the L(aj,S) and R(aj, S) in O(nlgn) time, we use a divide-and-conquer approach reminiscent of mergesort. We begin by partitioning S into two subsets S _ and S" so that S _ contains the first [n/2j 
As the solution for this recurrence is T(n) = O(n lg n), this completes our proof. •
The Row-Selection Algorithm
With the preliminaries of Sections 2 and 3 behind us, we can now describe our O((v_lgm)(nlgn)+ mlgn)-time algorithm for computing the kth smallest entry in each row of an m x n totally monotone array A = {a[i,j]}. If m <_4, we use the linear-time selection algorithm of Blum et al.
[BFP+73] to obtain the kth smallest entry in each row in O(n) time. Otherwise, we use the following divide-and-conquer approach. We begin by partitioning
A into x subarrays A1,'",A_, where x is a parameter of our algorithm in the range 1 < x _< m. (We will later set x = [v/m 1 to minimize our algorithm's running time, but for now, it is simpler to think of x as a parameter.)
In particular, for 1 _< t _< x, At consists of rows (t-1)Iraxi + 1 through timxi of A. (The last subarray Ax may actually contain fewer than Iraxi rows, but for simplicity, we will ignore this detail.) In order to simplify the notation, we set At(x) --(t-1)im/x] + l ;
Thus, the rank r(i,j) of ali, j] in row i of A must lie between L(At(z),j)+ R(At+I(z),j) and L(At+l(z),j)+ R(At(z),j).
thus._ At includes rows At(x) through At+l(x)-1 of A. We then compute left and right ranks in the first row of each At. Specifically, for 1 < t < z and 1 < j < n, we compute L(At(x),j) and R(At(x),j).
By Lemma 1, this computation
can be performed in O(nlgn) time per row (i.e., O(znlg n) total time). Now, by Property 2, for 1 < t < x, At(x) < i < At+l(x), and 1 < j < n, we have
and
(To handle the last row, we define L(A_+I(x),j)= j-1 and R(A_:+I(z),j) = 1 for 1 _< j _< n.) These bounds are illustrated in 
Running-Time Analysis
In this section, we analyze the running time of our row-selection algorithm.
In particular, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 The row-selection algorithm described in Section 4 computes the kth smallest entry in each row of an m × n totally monotone array in
Proof
The correctness of the algorithm follows from arguments sketched in Section 4. As for the algorithm's time complexity, the key issue in bounding the algorithm's running time is bounding the number of columns eliminated from Al, A2,..., Ax. Intuitively, the more columns eliminated, the smaller the problems that remain and the better the running time of our algorithm.
Before proving any bounds, we first introduce some notation. Let nt denote the number of columns in A_, i.e., nt = [{j " a(t,j) < k < _(t,j)}l • In terms of this new notation, our algorithm spends O(zn lg n) time reducing one row-selection problem of size m x n to z row-selection problems such that the tth problem has size [rn/z] xnt. (Since the bound we want to prove on our algorithm's running time does not depend on k, we can ignore the change from looking for the kth smallest entry in each row of A to looking for the ktth smallest entry in each row of At.) In what follows, we derive a bound on _l<t<_ ht, which we then use to bound the running time of our m -algorithm.
To bound _l<t<_ ni, we first select z representative rows I1,I2,...,I_, one from each of the At. (It may take any value from At(z) to At+l(z)-1.) Then, for 1 < t < z and 1 < j < n, consider the difference r(It,j)a(t,j). This difference is always nonnegative, since c_(t,j) is a lower bound on r(It,j). Moreover, since r(It,j) is at most n, __, (r(It,j)-a(t,j)) < zn 2 . l<t<x However, we can prove a tighter O(n 2) bound on this sum as follows.
From the definition of a(t,j), we have _-_ (_(t,j)= (y_ L(At(z),j))+(_-'_ R(At+,(z),j)) l<t<x l<t<x l<t<x k ( t_<_ (L(At+l(z)'J)+R(At+l(z)'J)))+nl< -, _<-j<n (The n term in the above expression comes from the last subarray Ix and our convention that R (Ax+1(x) ,j) = 1.) Furthermore, for all rows i, n(n+ 1)
Thus,
In a similar fashion, we can show that y_ (13(t,j)-r(It,j)) < n(n-1)
Now let N1 denote the total number of entries a[It,j] in rows I1, I2,. •., Ix such that r(It,j) < k < _(t,j), and let N2 denote the total number of entries a [It,j] An upper bound on N1 follows from (2). Since the entries in rows I1,I2,...,/_ satisfying r(lt,j) < k < l_(t,j) are a subset of all the entries in rows I1,12,..., Ix, we must have y_ (_(t,j)-r(It,j)) < E (13(t,j)-r (It,j) ) . Combining the preceding two inequalities with (2), we find n 2 N.____I 2 < n(n-1) < __ 2x -2 -2 or N1 _< v_n.
By a similar argument, we can show N2 _< x/_n. Thus, the total number of columns in A_,A_,...,A_ is at most 2v/_n + x.
Given the above upper bound on the number of columns in the arrays A_, A_,..., A_, we can now write down a recurrence relation describing the running time of our algorithm (as a function of x). Let T(m, n) denote the time spent computing the kth smallest entry in each row of an m × n totally monotone array. Then, for m > 4, In Section 4, we described an algorithm for the general row-selection problem. This algorithm can be used to compute the median (i.e., fn/2]th smallest) entry irl each row of an m x n totally monotone array
In this section, we will show that this time bound can be significantly improved, provided we are willing to settle for an approximation to each row's median entry. Specifically, we will describe an O(n lg m)-time algorithm that identifies an entry a[i,j*] in each row i of A whose rank r(i,j') in row i satisfies [n/4J <_ r(i,j*) < [3n/4]. (We call such an entry an approximate row median.)
Our approximation algorithm consists of two phases. To describe the first phase, we need a bit of additional notation. Let AL denote the m x fm2] subarray of A consisting of columns 1 through fm/2] of A, and let An denote the m x [n/2J subarray of A consisting of columns fm2] + 1 through n. Furthermore, for 1 __ i __ m, let Pi denote the column of A containing the (fm/4] -1)st smallest entry in row i of AL, and let qi denote the column of A containing the ([n/4J -1)st smallest entry in row i of An.
In the first phase of our approximation algorithm, we find an I in the range 0 < I < m such tha_ c. [ 
The correctness of the algorithm follows from arguments sketched in its description.
As for the algorithm's time complexity, the search for row 1 takes O(nlg m) time, while the rest of the computation takes O(n) time if m < n and O(n(1 + lg(m/n))) time if m > n. •
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented a new algorithm for row selection in totally monotone arrays. For large values of k (in particular, for k = In/2]), this algorithm is significantly faster than the best previous algorithm for the problem, due to Kravets and Park [KPgl] . We also gave an even faster algorithm for approximating the median entry in each row of a totally monotone array.
As a closing comment, we note that the row-selection algorithm of Section 4 locates not only the kth smallest entry in each row of the given totally monotone array but also the 1st through (k -1)st smallest entries. Roughly speaking, these entries are in the columns deleted because fl(t,j) < k.
We also remark that a slight reduction in the running time of our rowselection algorithm can be obtained as follows. In [KP91], Kravets and Park gave an algorithm that sorts the rows of an m × n totally monotone array in O(mn) time when m > n and in O(mn(1 + lg(n/m))) time when m < n. This algorithm is easily adapted to computing the left and right ranks of every entry in a totally monotone array. Using this algorithm rather than the simpler algorithm of Section 3 reduces the running time of our row-selection algorithm to O((vf_mlgm)(n(1 + lg(n/v/'_)))) when n/lgn > _'-m. We conclude with the following open questions:
1. The only lower bound known on the time necessary for computing the kth smallest entry in an m × n totally monotone array is ft(n) if m _< n and f(n(1 + lg(m/n)))if m > n. Thus, ascertaining the asymptotic time complexity of the row-selection problem for totally monotone arrays remains an open problem for general k. It remains open as to whether the row-selection techniques of this paper can be used in a similar fashion to obtain a faster algorithm for the array-selection problem.
